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In the present paper, the results of ongoing work within the FP7 project UMRIDA will
be presented and discussed. The aim of UMRIDA is to upgrade the TRL level of UQ
in aeronautics to level 5-6. The main challenge industrial applications of UQ are facing,
is the curse of dimensionality as a result of a large number of uncertainties. Within
UMRIDA therefore different methodologies to deal with this will be investigated. Within
VUB a reduced basis approach is being investigated. The main idea is to extract the
optimal orthogonal basis via cheap calculations on a coarse mesh and then use them for
the fine scale analysis. To validate the developed reduced-order model, the method is
implemented to the stochastic 2D heat diffusion and stochastic incompressible boundary-
layer. The results show that the developed non-intrusive model reduction scheme is able
to produce satisfactory results for the statistical quantities. It is found that the memory
requirements and the computation-time of the reduced-order model is lower than that of
the standard PC. In the paper results obtained with numerical quadrature and regression
schemes will be presented.

Following our previous work on UQ at VUB, here we employed a Polynomial Chaos (PC)
approach to model uncertainty propagation. Developing efficient reduced-order models
for reducing the computational cost associated with the stochastic analysis is of great
interest for the prediction of complex industrial flows with large number of uncertain
parameters. In the framework of UMRIDA project here we focus on efficient reduced
order models for uncertainty quantification. In recent years, several model reduction
techniques have been proposed for uncertainty quantification. One informative example
of such works is Doostan et al. [2007] who proposed an intrusive model reduction technique
for chaos representation of a SPDE to tackle the curse of dimensionality. They applied
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it successfully to a stochastic 2D solid mechanics problem. Here the methodology is
extended to non-intrusive PC.

In classical PC an unknown stochastic field, say u, is decomposed in a basis of polynomials
(preferably according to the Askey scheme):

u(x, y; ξ) =
P∑
i=0

ui(x, y).ψi(ξ) (1)

where the total number of terms are P +1 = (p + ns)!/p!ns! and grows very fast with
increasing stochastic dimension (ns) and polynomial chaos order (p). In a reduced basis
approach the number of terms can be reduced significantly. An optimal basis can be found
from a POD of the field (also known as Karhunen-Loeve expansion) but this requires the
knowledge of the covariance of the (unknown) field. The main idea is to obtain this
covariance, and hence the reduced basis, from a coarse grid simulation, hereby assuming
that the stochastic behavior is not very sensitive to the spatial accuracy. The resulting
expansion is now of the form:

u(x, y; ξ) =
m∑
i=0

ui(x, y).zi(ξ) (2)

where m is very small, typically less than 10, and the zi polynomials are known from the
POD analysis on the coarse grid. The calculation of the ui, on the fine grid level, can
now be obtained as in standard non-intrusive PC approaches, e.g. based on numerical
quadrature or on regression.
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